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My time at the Wissenschaftskolleg has been useful in many unexpected 
ways. First of all, I have not been able to complete all my plans as delin-
eated before my arrival; secondly, there have been several overtures to new 
work which are perhaps valuable and promising. The wonderful friendli-
ness and superb professionalism of the administrative, secretarial and li-
brary staff have greatly contributed to this optimistic view. One can never 
see every facet of a given moment nor its significance to future devel-
opments, but, writing this now while looking at a Grunewald garden and 
lake, one can be reasonably hopeful. 
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As a Greek scholar, my interest in myth is of long duration and endur-
ance, and has been rekindled in the activity of writing poetry and fiction. I 
maintain the view of a writer as an enlightened myth-maker in the modern 
world, a view where telling stories may serve the function of demytholo-
gizing as well as of inventing new mythos. Both in myth and in literature 
there exists a level of meaning which goes beyond the literal meaning. But 
myth does not limit its function to literature. I would like to see myth as a 
form that exists at the very foundation of culture; and therefore our criti-
cism of culture, our "Kulturwissenschaft" is, in the first place, a criticism of 
myth. It is important to inquire in which particular and essentially vari-
able ways myth, and archetype of all narration, can explain the social and 
cultural function of stories and story-telling. 

Myths are not literature, however. Myths do not need literature, but 
literature needs myths. Perhaps myths could be seen as the schemes of 
meaning that yield new narratives in different cultural contexts. The fact 
that myths are tales, verbal forms, can also mean that they have phil-
osophical content, or existential content, and thus yield philosophical 
meanings. 

In the Greek world as elsewhere, mythological narratives most com-
monly relate to the origin of things. How things began? What happened in 
the beginning? Why are we like this, and so forth. The cosmogonie myths 
tend to be repeated and retold in other types of mythical tales, such as the 
foundation and succession myths. The early struggles of the cosmogonie 
myths set up parallels for later myths that may indeed display features 
more commonly associated with folktales or even fairytales. It seems to 
me that this cosmogonie struggle provides the most common pattern of 
Greek tales. It is first a struggle between order and disorder; and, once 
order has been established, it becomes a struggle between order and 
power, a struggle about power. The struggle between Kronos and Zeus is 
repeated in the struggle between Laios and Oidipus; between Labdakos 
and Laios, as the line of Kadmos in the city of Thebes performs its myth-
ical and historical role of trying to eliminate deviations, of trying to cor-
rect the line. The struggle between Zeus and Prometheus, and for example, 
between Thanatos and Sisyphos show a similar structure, while displaying 
a great number of variants within the structure. 

Thus my interest focused on the myths that seem to have cognitive func-
tions, as keys to culture. They may not be evident, as the cognition is 
buried under metaphoric and polysemic language (as in poetry), as well as 
under fragmentation of meaning in referentiality and intertextuality. 
Allusion and intertextuality are powerful strategies of literary tradition, 
and may in part obscure, and have obscured, the more fundamental 
nature of original myths. Tradition can carry plenty that is simply false, 
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and there is such a mechanism as a respect for tradition, too, that distorts 
the understanding of myth as an archetypal form. 

Greek tragedy, from where many of my texts derive, is still very close to 
the culture where these myths originated, although Greek tragedy intro-
duces emotion to the world of myth devoid of feeling. Whereas in the 
myths themselves the cosmogonie struggles (and struggles about succes-
sion or identity) might have resulted in some sort of order, at least in the 
sense that they gave an explanation of how things are what they are, in 
Greek tragedy there is a tendency to intensify the consequences of such 
transgressions, and the consequences are suffering, loss of self, of individ-
ual life. Tragedy can therefore illuminate the world of myths with great 
insight. Tragedy places the boundaries of metaphors differently from us, 
but possibly not unlike the way those archaic societies which produced the 
myths did, and this is why we tend to feel that these poetic interpretations 
have "mythical power". Thus it seems that the violence of the Greek cos-
mogonie, succession and foundation myths, which later developed into 
myths concerning identity and knowledge, is a necessary consequence of 
the physical nature by which emotional life was metaphorically under-
stood. There is no "as if" in Greek myth, and tragedy shows very little of 
it either. 

Some of the year's work can be summarized as follows_ I have finished 
some articles on myth and literature, to form part of a future book on these 
themes; and progressed somewhat in my book on Greek drama. I have 
written a radio play, which contains a scene experienced in a Berlin restau-
rant, and some longer poems for my next collection of poetry. The excite-
ment of the German political and intellectual scene has inspired essays for 
newspapers and journals, which may later prove the kernel of "a Berlin 
diary". With Bettina Heintz and Luisa Passerini we organized a women's 
forum at the Wissenschaftskolleg in March and April and invited speakers 
from Berlin to discuss the theme of "Die Frauen zwischen Ost and West". 
During a week in Paris in February, I was able to revisit the Centre Louis 
Gernet and talk to colleagues, among them, Pierre Vidal-Naquet at the 
Centre, and Jean Bollack, a former fellow at the Wissenschaftskolleg. 
Throughout the year, I have given guest lectures and readings at various 
institutions both in Germany and elsewhere, among them, Munich, 
Bologna, the Hay-on-Wye Festival of Literature, and the Literaturhaus 
in Berlin. 




